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Abstract  

A Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet has  a tt racted significant  at tent ion as a  

heavy-rare-earth-free high-performance magnet .  We have studied  the temperature  

dependent magnetizat ion reversal  process of  a Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet  

based on the f irs t-order  reversal curve (FORC) analysis .  The FORC diagram pattern 

of the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet changes from single spot  in the high f ie ld  

region at room temperature to double spots in the low and high f ield regions  at 200 

C, indicating that the dominant magnetizat ion reversal process changes from single  

domain type to  multidomain  type.  The single  domain magnetizat ion reversal  at  room 

temperature is well  confirmed by using the soft  X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 

microscopy observat ion. This change in  the magnetizat ion reversal  process  is well  

discussed by the temperature dependent local demagnetizat ion f ield and the 

saturation f ield of multidomain s ta te.  Moreover,  we have demonstrated the 

quantitat ive analysis  of the FORC d iagram pattern,  which makes a  deeper 

understanding of the magnetizat ion reversal  process  of the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B 

sintered magnet .   
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1 Introduction  

During  the past decade,  the development of  a  high-performance Nd-Fe-B magnet  

without adding heavy-rare ear th elements has  been one of  the crucial  issues in the  

fie ld of  permanent magnets .  It  has been known that a small amount of Ga addit ion 

effect ively enhances the coercivi ty of Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets [1-3].  Recently,  an 

optimally  annealed Ga-doped Nd-rich Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet,  hereafter referred as  

a Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  for  s implici ty ,  has at t racted s ignif icant  a ttent ion as one 

of the solut ions for th is issue [4-6].  This magnet presents some unique features 

compared with conventional Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets .  The coercivi ty 0H c  of  the  

as-s intered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet is  about 1 T ,  and increases  to  1.8  T af ter  

annealing at the optimum temperature of 480 C [5].  The increment of  0H c  after the 

optimum annealing is  80 %,  which is much larger than that of about 20 % in 

conventional  Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets.  Very recently,  Sasaki et al.  have revealed 

that these different behaviors of  0H c  against annealing is at tr ibuted to the different  

grain  boundary (GB) phase formation s between the conventional and Ga -doped Nd-

Fe-B magnets  [5,7,8] .   

The GB phases in  conventional  Nd-Fe-B magnets  are assigned to crystal line and 

amorphous ones.  The former is  mainly found along the c -plane,  and i ts  Nd content is  

higher than 60 at.  %. On the other  hand,  the la tter exis ts a long the ab-plane with  

much lower Nd content  of  about  35 at.  % [7].  This low Nd content  amorphous GB 

phase has been verified as ferromagnetic [9-12],  indica ting that the inter-grain  

exchange coupling is  non-trivial .  

In Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets ,  there are  three types tr iple junction (TJ) phases,  

that is,  Nd 6Fe 1 3Ga,  Ia 3̅,  and amorphous phases  [5,8] .  Latter  two TJ phases are non-

magnetic because of their very high Nd content.  The TJ phase of Nd 6Fe1 3Ga has Fe 

rich content,  however,  i t  is predicted as ant i ferromagnetic  from the f irst -pr inciples  

calculation [13].  In  the as -s intered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet,  the isolat ion of  

Nd2Fe1 4B main phase grain  is imperfect  due to the insuff icient  growth of  the GB 

phases .  After  the optimum annealing, the GB phases become very clear,  and their  

chemical composit ions  and structures  are identical to their connecting TJ phases  [8] .  

This fact evidences that the TJ phases inf i lt ra te into the surrounding GB. Moreover,  

all  these GB phases ar e verif ied as non-ferromagnetic  from the elaborate electron 

holography study [14].  Therefore ,  the large enhancement of  0H c  in  the optimally  

annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets  is a tt ributed to  the inter -grain  exchange 

decoupling due to the formation of  non -ferromagnetic  GB phases.  Previously,  i t  has  

been discussed that the formation of Nd 6Fe 1 3Ga phase has a strong correlation with  

the large enhancement of 0H c  [15,16].  However,  al though the Nd 6Fe1 3Ga phase is  

one of the non-ferromagnetic TJ and GB phases,  i t  is not essentia l for  the large  0H c  
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in Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets  [17] .  

These changes in the GB phases between the conventional and Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnets a lso affect  the magnetizat ion reversal process.  Soderžnik et al .  reported that  

cascade magnetization reversal was dominant in the conventional  Nd-Fe-B magnet,  

whereas i t  was severely suppressed in  the optimally  annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet from the  magneto-optical Kerr effect  (MOKE) microscopy observat ion s [6] .  

These different  magnetization reversal  processes  can be understood as  consequences 

of the different inter -grain exchange couplings in these two magnets .  However,  i t  is  

hard to ful ly understand the magnetization reversal process of the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-

B magnet only from the MOKE microscopy  s ince the information from the MOKE 

microscopy is l imited to the surface.  Moreover ,  the surface of the magnet is  

inevitably damaged during the mechanical polishing process  which is required for  

the MOKE observat ion .  

Very recently,  we have successful ly  demonstrated that the f irst -order reversal  

curve (FORC) analysis is a potentia l method for analyzing the magnetizat ion reversal  

processes  of  Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets  [18].  The magnetizat ion reversal  curve is  

taken with the field  H  s tar t ing from a certa in  reverse  f ie ld H r  on the demagnetizat ion 

curve.  These  reversal  curves  are  sequentially taken with changing H r ,  and 

consequently ,  the inside of the major magnetizat ion hysteresis curve  is  f il led with  

the reversal curves .  Each point of magnetizat ion m  on the reversal curve  is a function 

of H  and H r ,  and the FORC distribution   is  defined as the second-order  derivat ive  

of m  with  respect to H  and H r ,  as fol lows:  

( )r

r

,
m

H H
H H


  

= −  
  

.  (1)  

The contour map of   as function of H  and H r  is  called as  the FORC diagram [19,20].  

So far ,  the FORC analysis  has  been applied to many magnetic  mater ia ls [21-30],  and 

most of them have been analyzed under the assumption of the Preisach model  [19],  

in which the magnetic  materia l is considered to consis ts of many hysteresis units  

cal led as hysterons.  In our previous s tudy, however,  we have demonstrated that the 

straightforward adoption of  this  model  is  not  adequate  for  Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets,  

and we have al ternatively proposed to  analyze the FORC diagram of  Nd -Fe-B sintered 

magnets  based on the defini tion of   in eq.  (1)  [18].  Eq. (1)  represents that   is  the 

derivat ion of the magnetic susceptibi li ty ( m /H).  Thus,  the FORC diagram 

visual izes  the change in the magnetic  susceptibil i ty on the f ield plane of  (H ,  H r) .  A 

commercial Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet  typical ly  exhibi ts a FORC diagram pattern with  

two remarkable spots ,  one in the low-field and the other in the high-f ie ld region. The 

high-f ield  FORC spot corresponds to  the large magnetic  susceptibi li ty state  a t  the 

coercivi ty ,  while the low-field FORC spot  evidences the presence of high  magnetic  

susceptibi l ity sta te in the low-field region. These low-field and high-f ie ld FORC 
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spots of  a Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet  have been commonly reported [31-33].  Soft X-

ray magnetic circular  dichroism (XMCD) microscopy was used to  examine  the 

magnetizat ion reversal processes  corresponding to  these two FORC spots [18].  As a  

result ,  the large magnetic susceptibil i ty s ta te s  of the low-field and high-f ie ld FORC 

spots were at tr ibuted to  the magnetization reversals of mult idomain (MD) and single  

domain (SD) grains,  respectively .  Thus,  i t  is concluded that the demagnetizat ion 

process of the commercial Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet is ini t iated by the MD 

magnetizat ion reversal fol lowed by the SD magnetization reversal.  Moreover ,  the MD 

magnetizat ion reversal becomes dominant with  increasing the temperature .  

In this  s tudy,  we have adopted the FORC analysis to  the as-sintered and annealed 

Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets ,  and their  different  magnetization reversal  processes are  

invest igated in detai l .  From the FORC analyses,  we have clear ly verif ied that the SD 

magnetizat ion reversal  is dominant  in the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  a t  

room temperature (RT) whereas the MD magnetization reversal is dominant in the as-

sintered one.  The SD magnetizat ion reversal  in the annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet is well confirmed by the XMCD microscopy observation. However,  the MD 

magnetizat ion reversal becomes dominant in the annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  

at an elevated temperature.  This change in the magnetizat ion reversal process against  

temperature  is discussed from the local demagnetization f ield and the saturation f ie ld  

of MD state.  Finally ,  we have at tempted the quantita t ive analysis of FORC diagram 

pattern of the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet ,  which offers more detailed information on  

the magnetizat ion reversal process.  

 

2 Experimental  

Two magnet samples  of as -sintered and optimally  annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnets are  s tudied. The nominal  composit ion of  the magnets  is  

Fe7 7 . 1Nd1 1 . 6Pr3 . 7B5 . 1Cu0 . 1Co1 . 0Al0 . 9Ga0 . 5  in a t.  %, which is s ligh tly r ich in rare-earth  

elements,  and doped with a  small amount of  Ga of 0 .5 a t.  %. The microstructures of  

these magnets were well s tudied in ref.  [5,8].  The major demagnetizat ion and reversal  

curves  of the magnets were measured using a  vibrat ing sample magnetometer (VSM) 

with a  maximum magnetic fie ld of 2 .6 T.  The measurement temperature  was varied 

from RT to 200 C. To avoid the extr insic deformation of FORC diagram pattern  

owing to the macroscopic demagnetization f ie ld  [32,34],  the samples used for FORC 

measurements were  shaped into  a  pi l lar  of  0.5  mm in width and 3 mm in length  with  

their  long axes along the magnetic easy axes  of  the magnets [18,35],  resul t ing in the 

very small macroscopic demagnetization factor N z  of 0 .04. The magnetic f ie ld was 

applied along the long axis  of the pi llar.  

The XMCD microscopy observat ions under the similar fie ld sequence of FORC 

measurements  were performed at the soft X-ray beamline of BL25SU in SPring-8 
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[12,18,36,37].  Measurements were conducted at RT, and the X-ray absorption signal  

was detected using a  total  electron yield method at the Fe L 3  (707.9 eV) edge. The 

detailed measurement conditions are the same as those described in  ref.  [18].  The 

pil lar-shaped magnet  sample was fractured in  a high vacuum condit ion (310 - 6  Pa)  

of the sub-chamber of  the XMCD measurement system, and then i t  was promptly 

transferred into  the main chamber (< 5 10 - 7  Pa).  After  the fracturing, the sample 

shape was 0.5 mm in width and 3.5 mm in length,  result ing in N z  of 0.03. The 

fracturing is preferentially taken place at the thin GB phase rather than the Nd2Fe 1 4B 

main phase grain ,  consequently ,  most  the grains on the fractured surface are covered 

with the very thin GB phase without having any mechanical damages.  It  was  

confirmed that the magnetization curve of the commercial Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet  

obtained using XMCD measurement was identical  to  that  obtained using VSM [12,18] .  

These surface grains are referred as inter -grain fractured grains.  Some grains take 

intra-grain fracturing.  These inter-grain and intra -grain  fractured grains  are  easi ly  

discriminated in a chemical contrast image using the absorption intensi ty ra t io of the 

Fe L3  and Nd M 4  edges [18,37].  

 

3 Results  and discussion  

3.1 FORC measurements  

Figure 1 shows the coercivi ty 0H c  of the as-s intered and annealed Ga-doped Nd-

Fe-B magnets as  a function of temperature  T .  The value of 0H c  of the as-sintered 

magnet is 0.6 T at RT, and i t  s ignif icantly  increases up to  1.7 T after annealing.  Then ,  

it  monotonical ly decreases with increasing the temperature.  The values of 0H c  at  RT 

are sl ightly  smaller than those reported in ref.  [5]  (1  and 1.8 T for  the as-s intered 

and annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets,  respect ively)  even though the magnets  are  

the same.  This  is probably due to the different  macroscopic demagnetization f ie ld s,  

which is resulted from the different  sample shape s used in these two works.  

Figures 2(a)  and 2(b) show the reversal  curves and  FORC diagram of  the as-

sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet at RT. The FORC diagram pattern of the as -

sintered magnet exhibi ts the low -field  and high-f ie ld FORC spots  highlighted by the 

blue and red l ines in Fig.  2(b),  respectively,  and these corresponding large magnetic  

susceptibi l ity regions on the reversal curves  are also highlighted in Fig.  2(a).  These 

two FORC spots have been commonly observed in the conventional Nd-Fe-B sintered 

magnets [18,31-33].  The high-fie ld FORC spot  obviously  corresponds to the large 

susceptibi l ity sta te a t the coercivity ,  while the low-field FORC spot corresponds to  

the large  susceptibi li ty  s ta te in  the vicinity  of the  zero-fie ld  region .  The reversal  

curve corresponded to  the low-field FORC spot  s tar ts from 0H r  a t  around  0H c ,  

whereas that for  the high-f ie ld FORC spot is t raced from 0H r  much larger than 0H c .  

According to our previous s tudy [18],  these low-field  and high-f ie ld FORC spots 
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correspond to  the MD and SD magnetizat ion reversals ,  respect ively .  Therefore,  the 

demagnetizat ion process of the as -sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet is in it ia led by 

the MD magnetization reversal ,  and then the SD magnetizat ion reversal  takes place  

near the saturat ion. Here,  i t  should be addressed that the pos i tion of  the high-fie ld  

FORC spot is underneath  the diagonal l ine of H  = −H r ,  reflect ing that  the high -f ie ld  

FORC spot requires 0H r  much larger than 0H c .  Moreover,  the shape of the high -

fie ld FORC spot is obliquely prolonged.  The prolonged shape of the high -field FORC 

spot reflects the H r  dependent coercivi ty,  as wil l  be discussed in section 4.  

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present the reversal curves  and the FORC diagram of the 

annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet a t RT, respect ively .  Contrary to the FORC 

diagram of the as-s intered magnet shown in Fig.  2(b),  only the high-f ie ld FORC spot  

highlighted  by the red line is detected  in  Fig.  3(b),  and i ts posit ion is very close to  

the diagonal l ine of  H  = −H r .  These resul ts indicate that  the SD magnetizat ion 

reversal ,  which mainly occurs  a t −H r    H c ,  is  dominant  in  the annealed Ga-doped Nd-

Fe-B magnet a t  RT. These resul ts  are in  good agreement  with the recent  MOKE 

microscopy observations [6].  This SD magnetizat ion reversal would be at tr ibute to  

the inter-grain exchange decoupling nature  of this  magnet .  With increasing the 

temperature,  however,  these features of the FORC diagram dramatically change as 

shown in Figs.  3(c)-3(f) .  The low-field FORC spot becomes vis ible ,  and the posi tion 

of the high-f ield FORC spot deviates from the diagonal line of H  = −H r  at  100 °C 

(Figs.  3(c) and 3(d)).  These changes become more s ignif icant  a t 200 C (Figs.  3(e)  

and 3(f)).  The low-field FORC spot becomes very s trong , and the high-f ie ld FORC 

spot  largely deviates  from the diagonal l ine of  H  = −H r .  These resul ts indicate that  

the MD magnetization reversal becomes dominant at  h igh temperature  even in the 

annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet.  Moreover,  the shape of the high -f ie ld FORC 

spot a t 200 C is obliquely prolonged, s imilar  to the one observed in the as-s intered 

magnet shown in Fig.  2(b).  These resul ts s trongly indicate that the magnetizat ion 

reversal process does not determined only by the inter -grain exchange coupling.  

Detai led discussion on this issue will  be given in Sect ion 4.  

Note that the small kinks are observed in the major demagnetizat ion and reversal  

curves a t 0H    0,  which indicates the presence of superf ic ia l  magnetic damaged 

layers  owing to  the mechanical polishing [6,18,38].  While  the FORC spot that  

corresponds to these kinks should have occurred  near the origin of the FORC diagram, 

no remarkable spots are observed near  the origins of the FORC diagrams shown in  

Figs.  3(b),  3(d),  and 3(f) .  Therefore ,  the kinks only cause the reversible  

magnetizat ion changes and their effect on  the magnetizat ion reversal process  of the 

ent ire magnet is less signif icant .  

 

3.2 XMCD microscopy  observat ions 
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The FORC diagram in  Fig.  3(b) il lustrates  that the SD magnetizat ion reversal  is  

dominant  in  the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet at  RT. To confirm this  SD 

magnetizat ion reversal ,  the XMCD microscopy observat ion  is conducted under the 

fie ld sequence s imilar to  that used for  the FORC measurements .   

The red dots in Fig.  4(a) show the major XMCD demagnetizat ion curve of the 

fractured surface of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet.  For comparison, the  

black dots in Fig.  4(a)  represent  the major demagnetizat ion curve obtained  using  

VSM. Figures  4(b)-4(g)  show the XMCD images at the magnetic field s corresponding  

to the encircled data points on the XMCD curve.  The grain boundaries  are r immed by 

black and white lines ,  which denote the inter-grain  and intra -grain fractured grains ,  

respect ively .  The intra -grain fractured grains  tend to be larger than the inter -grain  

fractured ones.  Star ting from the posi t ively saturated s tate at  0H  = 3 T (Fig.  4(b)),  

some grains  reverse a t 0H  = 0 T (Fig.  4(c)).  Subsequently,  with  decreasing   0H  up 

to −2 T, each grain sequential ly reverses (Figs .  4(d)-4(g)).  At 0H  = 2 T (Fig.  4(g)),  

where is  the tai l  region of  the demagnetization curve ,  while  most grains  negatively 

reverse,  some grains remain last ly.  During this  reversal process,  most grains appeared  

to reverse as SD state although a few MD grains are found.  This  is different from 

that in the commercial Nd-Fe-B magnet,  where many MD grains reverse in cascade-

like [6,18].  Moreover,  contrary to the good agreement between the XMCD and VSM 

curves in  the commercial Nd-Fe-B magnet  [12,18],  the XMCD curve of the annealed  

Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet obviously deviates  from the VSM one,  part icular ly  in  the 

shoulder region of  the magnetizat ion curve  (0 T > 0H  > −2 T in Fig.  4(a)).  This  

indicates  that  the fractured surface of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet is  

easi ly  demagnetized compared with the inside of the magnet .  This  would be 

understood by the different  inter-grain exchange couplings between the commercial  

and the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets .  In the commercial Nd-Fe-B magnet,  

the magnetization of  the surface grains  is  supported by the surrounding grains due to  

the presence of the inter -grain  exchange coupling. On the other  hand,  this support  by 

the surrounding grains is very weak in  the annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B magnet due 

to the inter -grain exchange decoupling, leading to the prompt demagnetizat ion at  the  

surface.   

Figure 5(a) presents  the XMCD reversal curve of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet s tart ing from 0H r  = −1.6 T (   0H c),  which corresponds to  the high-f ie ld  

FORC spot,  as indicated by the red dots.  For comparison, the black and gray dots  

denote  the reversal curve and the major demagnetization curve measured by VSM, 

respect ively .  Figures 5(b)-5(g) are the XMCD images corresponding to  the encircled  

data points on the XMCD reversal curve.  Similar to the major demagnetizat ion curve 

in Fig.  4(a),  the XMCD reversal curve also deviates from the VSM reversal curve ,  

part icularly  in the  shoulder  region (0 T < 0H  < 1.5 T in  Fig.  5(a)) .  The XMCD image 
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at  0H r  = −1.6 T exhibits many negatively reversed SD state  grains (Fig.  5(b) ).  

Subsequently ,  with increasing the magnetic  f ield  up to 1.8 T,  these negatively 

reversed grains  gradually reverse back posi tively  (Figs .  5(c) -5(g)).  During this  

process,  whereas some grains become MD state part icularly  a t 0H  = −0.2 and 0.2 T  

(Figs.  5(c) and 5(d)),  most grains appear to reverse as SD state.   

Figure  6 shows the color maps of the grains  that reverse  as SD and MD states  or  

remains as unreversed for  each reversal curve .  Moreover,  the  his togram of  SD, MD, 

and unreversed grains as a function of  0H r  is  presented.  At the beginning of the 

demagnetizat ion process (0H r  = −0.7 and −1.1 T),  the numbers of SD and MD grains  

are almost the same,  but the diameter  of the MD grain tends to be  larger than that  of  

the SD grain in this magnetic f ie ld range. The number of SD grains rapidly increases  

from 0H r  = −1.6 T, and the SD grains  became dominant.  These results  clear ly  

demonstrate  that the SD magnetizat ion reversal is dominant in the Ga -doped Nd-Fe-

B magnet a t RT, consis ting very well with the FORC diagram pattern with the s ingle  

high-f ield  spot  (Fig.  3(b)).  I t  is  very interesting  to  note that the number of MD grain 

decreases during the la tter half of the demagnetizat ion ,  indicating that some grains  

which firs tly take MD state converted  into  SD state  during  the la tter  half  of  the 

demagnetizat ion process once they are ful ly  saturated.  The intra-grain fractured 

grains tend to  take the MD state and easily  reverse a t the beginning of the 

demagnetizat ion process.  This would be explained by the larger  effect ive local  

demagnetizat ion fie ld owing to the larger grain size of the intra-grain fractured grains  

[39].  

 

4.  Discussion  

4.1 Temperature dependence of  magnetizat ion reversal process  

As mentioned in Introduction, a ll  the GB phases of the annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-

B magnet  are non-ferromagnetic  [5,6,8],  indicating the inter -grain exchange 

decoupling.  This well agrees  with  the sequential  magnetizat ion reversal of each grain  

with SD state  observed by XMCD microscopy (Fig.  5) .  Therefore,  someone may say 

that the SD magnetizat ion reversal in the annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B magnet is the 

consequence of the inter -grain exchange decoupling. With increasing temperature ,  

however,  the FORC diagram pattern changes from single  spot  to  double spot s ,  

indicat ing that the MD magnetization reversal becomes dominant at elevated 

temperature.  Moreover,  th is double  spot FORC diagram pattern is quite s imilar to  

that of the as-sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet which has the non-trivial inter-

grain exchange coupling. These facts indicate that the inter -grain exchange coupling 

is not the essentia l factor  for the SD magnetizat ion reversa l.  Then,  let  us  discuss  

what is the decis ive factor for  the SD and MD magnetization reversals in the Ga-

doped Nd-Fe-B magnets.   
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Both the SD and MD magnetizat ion reversal s in the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets  

are init ia ted by the nucleation of a  small  reversed domain  because the grain  s ize  is  

much larger than the exchange length of  Nd2Fe 1 4B, which is roughly est imated to be  

~4 nm from the Bloch wall  width .  In this  s i tuation ,  the boundary between the SD and 

MD magnetization reversal s is given to be Hn /H s
M D    1,  where H n  and H s

M D  are the 

nucleat ion and MD saturat ion f ie ld s,  respect ively.  For  the condit ion of Hn /H s
M D  > 1,  

the reversed domain  nucleated at Hn  is  rapidly wiped out ,  result ing that the SD 

magnetizat ion reversal  is observed. Otherwise the revered domain remains in the 

grain ,  result ing in the MD magnetizat ion reversal .  

Roughly saying, H c  is  a good measure of Hn .  Then,  we will  propose that  H s
M D  is  

evaluated from a remanent ini t ial magnetization curve.  Since an ini tial  magnetizat ion 

curve s tar ts  f rom the thermally  demagnetized s ta te ,  most  grains in the magnet  

ini t ial ly stay to be MD state.  With increasing magnetic f ie ld,  the domain in each  

grain moves against the local demagnetizat ion fie ld.  Therefore,  the saturation field  

of the init ia l magnetization curve  H s
i  is  regarded to  be  a good measure of  the local 

demagnetizat ion f ie ld.  However,  th is  is not the MD saturat ion fie ld  H s
M D .  If  a vest ige 

of the reversed domain remains,  i t  would quickly expand when the magnetic fie ld is  

removed. This behavior is obviously observed in a remanent init ia l  magnetization 

curve.  Figure 7(a) presents  the ini tial and remanent init ia l magnetizat ion curves of  

the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet a t RT.  The magnetizat ion value of  each data  

point on the init ia l magnetization curve largely decreases when the magnetic f ie ld i s  

removed, as i l lustrated  in  the inset  of  Fig.  7(a).  The remanent  ini tia l  magnetizat ion 

curve is obtained by plot t ing the remanent magnetization value  as a function of the 

magnetic  f ie ld.  The saturat ion f ie ld of the remanent init ia l magnetizat ion curve H s
r  

is  much larger than H s
i ,  indicating that much larger magnetic  f ie ld is  required to  

perfect ly col lapse the vest ige of the reversed domain. Thus,  H s
r  is  considered to be  

a good measure of H s
M D .  Quanti ta tively est imating H s

i  and H s
r ,  however,  is  not easy ,  

since  the ini tia l and remanent ini tial magnetization curves vary gradually near their  

saturations.  The saturat ion f ie lds of H s
i  and H s

r  are defined as the crossing point s o f  

two lines: the extrapolation from the saturat ion and the tangent a t the point of largest  

slope change (maximum d2m /dH2 ) .  Thus determined values of 0H s
i  and 0H s

r  of the 

as-s intered and annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets are plot ted as a function of the 

temperature as shown in Fig.  7(b) .  In addit ion,  0H c  is  a lso plot ted.  For the as-

sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet,  0H s
r  is much larger than 0H c  at  RT,  

corresponding to the case of  Hn /H s
M D  < 1.  This  looks consistent  with  the conclusion  

obtained from the FORC diagram in Fig .  2,  that is,  the MD magnetization reversal is  

dominant in the as-sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet.  On the other hand, the 

temperature dependence of 0H s
i  and 0H s

r  of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  

is  less  s ignif icant,  whereas the coercivi ty  rapidly decreases with  increasing the 
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temperature.  Thus,   0H c  is  much larger than  0H s
r  a t  RT, corresponding to the case 

of Hn /H s
M D  > 1.  However,  th is relat ionship  becomes inverted for T    150 C. These 

results are  in good agreement  with  the conclusions obtained  from the FORC diagrams 

of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet in  Fig.  3,  that  is,  the SD magnetizat ion 

reversal is  dominant a t RT , and the MD magnetizat ion reversal  becomes dominant  at  

200 C in the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet.  

As mentioned above, since H s
i  is  considered to be a measure of the local  

demagnetizat ion fie ld,  the small temperature dependence of H s
i  would be very 

reasonable  s ince  the local demagnetization f ie ld is proport ional with the saturation 

magnetizat ion which exhibi ts  very small temperature dependence in this  temperature  

range.  By contrast ,  H s
r  exhibi ts  somewhat larger temperature  dependence compared 

with H s
i ,  since H s

r  is  assumed to consist  of the local demagnetizat ion fie ld ,  which is  

represented by H s
i ,  and the collapsing field  of the reversed domain vestige H s

c o l .  

Table I summarizes  the representative  values of 0H s
i  and  0H s

c o l  (= 0H s
r  −  0H s

i ).  

The temperature  varia t ions of 0H s
c o l  are larger than those  of  0H s

i  because 0H s
c o l  

ref lects the domain wall energy  [40].  0H s
c o l  of the as-s intered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet is very large compared with those of the annealed magnet.  For the as-s intered 

magnet,  the domain wall could move from grain to grain owing to the imperfect  grain  

isolation [5].  Therefore ,  the largest  0H s
c o l  among these connected  grains  might  

govern the saturat ion of the entire  magnet.  

 

4.2 Quantitat ive analysis of FORC diagram  

Previously,  quantitat ive analysis of FORC diagrams has been studied under the 

assumption of the Preisach model  [19],  and the coercivi ty and interact ion f ield  

dispersions have been discussed  [21-30].  For  Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets ,  however,  

the analysis based on the Preisach model is  not  adequate ,  as discussed in our  previous 

study [18].  Instead,  we have qualitat ively analyzed the FORC diagram patterns  of  

Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets  based on the original defini t ion of  FORC distr ibution   

(eq.  (1)) as discussed in Sect ion 3 .  Here,  we attempt to draw some of quanti ta tive  

parameters from the FORC diagram based on the original definit ion of  .  F igures  

8(a) and 8(b) again show the reversal  curves and FORC diagram , respect ively,  of the 

as-s intered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  as  graphical quanti tat ive analysis  examples.  

The red and blue dots in Fig.  8(b) denote the peak top posi t ions of the high -field and 

low-field spots,  respectively,  while  their corresponding posi tions on the reversal  

curves are a lso represented by the red and blue dots in Fig.  8(a) .  The peak f ie lds  

0Hp , r
L ( H )  and  0Hp

L ( H )  along the H r-  and H-axes of the FORC diagram are plotted as  

a function of temperature T  as  shown in Figs.  8(c)  and 8(d),  respect ively .  The 

superscripts of L and H denote  those of the low-field and high-field FORC spots ,  

respect ively.  The coercivi ty  0H c  is  a lso plot ted for comparison.  The value of  0Hp , r
L  
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of the as-sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  in Fig.  8(c) is very close to 0H c ,  

indicat ing that the low-field FORC spot  is  at t ributed to the reversal  curve s tar t ing 

from near  the coercivity.  On the other  hand,  0Hp , r
H  of  the as-sintered Ga-doped Nd-

Fe-B magnet is much larger than 0H c .  Both 0Hp , r
L  and 0Hp , r

H  of the annealed Ga-

doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  exhibi t  very large temperature  dependence s,  as well  as  that 

of 0H c .  While  0H p , r
H  is very close to  0H c  at  RT,  i t  deviates  from 0H c  at  h igh 

temperature.  By contrast ,  0H p , r
L  becomes close to 0H c  a t  h igh temperature.  These 

changes ref lect the changes in the magnetization reversal process  from the SD 

magnetizat ion reversal at RT to the MD magnetizat ion reversal at h igh temperature.  

While  0Hp
H  of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  shown in  Fig.  8(d) a lso  

exhibits a  s ignif icant  temperature dependence, the values are  s l ightly smaller  than 

0H c .  Moreover the  0Hp
L  is  almost zero regardless  of the sample and temperature ,  

indicat ing that  the domain wall  in the MD state smoothly  propagate  by applying very 

small f ields .  

The ful l  width at half -maximum (FMHM) along the H r-  and H-axes of the FORC 

diagram 0H r
L ( H )  and 0HL ( H ) ,  respectively ,  are depicted in Fig.  8(b),  while their  

corresponding f ie ld ranges on the reversal curves are depicted in Fig.  8(a).  Thus 

obtained  0H r
L ( H )  and 0HL ( H )  are  plot ted as a  function of temperature  T  in  Figs.  

8(e) and 8(f) ,  respectively.  Interest ingly,  0H r
H  is  much larger than 0H r

L ,  and 

both  are  a lmost  independent  of  sample and temperature ,  as shown in Fig.  8(e).  0H r
H  

and 0H r
L  obviously represent the reversal  fie ld  distributions of the SD and MD 

magnetizat ion reversals  during the demagnetizat ion process .  In part icular ,  0H r
H  

involves the ta il  region near the saturat ion .  According to the XMCD microscopy 

observat ions in Fig.  4(g),  th is ta i l  region corresponds to the magnetizat ion reversal s  

of the last ly  remaining grains .  Since these remaining grains gradually  reverse ,  

0H r
H  becomes much larger than 0H r

L .  The very small temperature dependences 

of 0H r
L  and 0H r

H  suggest that the reversal  fie ld dis tr ibutions of the MD and SD 

magnetizat ion reversals  of the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet are governed by the loca l  

demagnetizat ion fie ld as aforementioned saturation f ield of the ini t ia l  magnetizat ion 

curve.   

The values of 0H L  and 0HH  in Fig.  8(f)  represent the magnetiz ing fie ld ranges 

of the MD and SD magnetization reversals on the reversal curves ,  respect ively .  

Unlike 0H r
L  in Fig.  8(e),  0H L  of the as-s intered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet at  

RT is much larger than that of the annealed magnet at h igh temperature .  I t  is very 

interest ing to note that 0HH  of  the annealed magnet s ignif icantly depends on 

temperature ,  but i ts behavior is obviously different from those of 0Hp , r
H  and 0Hp

H ,  

as presented in Figs.  8(c) and 8(d).   0HH  largely decreases in the range of RT-

100 °C, then i t  changes very gradual ly in the range of 100-200 °C. This behavior  

could be explained by assuming two contr ibutions  to 0HH ,  i .e. ,  the coercivi ty  
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dispersion and the H r-dependent coercivity .  The former is  mainly identif ied  in  the 

annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet at  RT. In this case,  the high -f ield spot of the 

FORC diagram locates  very close to the diagonal l ine of H  = −H r  as  presented  in  Fig.  

3(b).  The la tter contr ibution is mainly found in the as-sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet at  RT, as presented  in Fig.  2(b) and the annealed magnet at h igh temperature ,  

as shown in  Figs.  3(d) and 3(f) ,  respectively .  This  contr ibution causes the obliquely 

prolonged shape of the high-f ield FORC spot.  As mentioned above, the SD 

magnetizat ion reversal  only appears  af ter the MD states is  ful ly saturated  in the as-

sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  a t RT and annealed magnet  at  h igh-temperature .  

Therefore,  the reversal  curves for the high-fie ld FORC spot  mainly originates  from 

the ta il  region near the saturation of  the demagnetization process.  The magnetizat ion 

reversal in  this  region is a tt r ibuted to  the last ly remaining grains  as  confirmed by the 

XMCD microscopy observation (Figs.  4(g)).  Interesting ly,  the values of 0HH  of  

the as-s intered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  at RT and annealed magnet a t high 

temperature are almost  the same , whereas the ir 0H c  are quite d ifferent .  This fact  

indicates that  the H r-dependent  coercivi ty might not  or iginate from the magnetical ly  

locked pinning mechanism as previously considered  [41] ,  but  ra ther from the s tray  

fie ld of the last ly remaining grains  in the tai l  region near the saturation .   

 

5.  Summary  

We have s tudied the FORC analysis  on the as-s intered and optimally annealed Ga -

doped Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets and discussed the temperature dependent  

magnetizat ion reversal  process .  The FORC diagram pattern of the as-s intered Ga-

doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  consisted of low-field  and high-f ie ld FORC spots,  which is  

typical ly  observed in  conventional Nd -Fe-B sintered magnets.  The appearance of the 

low-field FORC spot indicates  that  mult idomain magnetization reversal is  dominant  

in the as-sintered Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet.  On the other hand, the FORC diagram 

pattern of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  a t room temperature  presents only 

the high-f ield FORC spot ,  which indicates that the single  doma in magnetizat ion 

reversal is  dominant .  This is  c lear ly  confirmed using the XMCD microscopy  

observat ion.  However,  with increasing temperature,  the  FORC diagram pattern of  the 

annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet becomes similar with that  of the as-sintered 

magnet,  indicating that  the magnetizat ion reversal process  of  the annealed magnet  

varies from single domain reversal  to mult idomain reversal .  This  change in the 

magnetizat ion reversal  process is  well explained from the temperature  dependence of  

the saturation f ie ld of the mult idomain s tate ,  which is evaluated using the remanent  

ini t ial  magnetization curve.  The quanti tat ive analysis of the peak top posi tions of the 

low-field and high-f ield FORC spots and their  FWHMs are very useful for the deeper  

understanding of the magnetization reversal  behavior of magnet s.  
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We postulate  that  the above f indings and conclusions drawn from the FORC 

analysis on the Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets could be general ly applicable to many 

permanent magnet ic mater ials ,  and this method would be very powerful for  

characteriz ing the propert ies of permanent  magnets and for  understanding the 

detailed magnetizat ion reversal processes .   
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Figure Captions  

 

Figure 1  Temperature T  dependence of coercivi ty  0H c  of the as-sintered (open 

circle) and the annealed (sol id c irc le) Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B magnets.  

 

Figure 2   (a) Reversal curves and (b)  FORC diagram of the as -s intered Ga-doped Nd-

Fe-B magnet measured at RT. The blue and red lines indicate  the low-field  

and high-field  FORC spot  regions,  respect ively .  The color bar  indicates the 

normalized value of   in the FORC diagram.  

 

Figure 3  Reversal curves and FORC diagrams of  the annealed Ga -doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet.  (a) and (b) are  the resul ts measured at RT, (c) and (d) at 100 C, 

and (e) and (f)  at 200 C. The blue and red l ines indicate  the low-field and 

high-f ield  FORC spot regions ,  respect ively .  The color bar indicates the  

normalized value of   in the FORC diagram.  

 

Figure 4  (a) XMCD demagnetizat ion curve of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B 

magnet.  The black dots  denote the magnetization curve by VSM. (b) -(g)  

XMCD images taken with  the demagnetizat ion fie ld varying from 3 to −2 

T, corresponding to  the encircled data  points in (a) .  The grains  r immed by 

black and white  l ines in  (b) -(g)  are the inter -grain  and intra-grain fractured 

grains,  respect ively .  

 

Figure 5  (a) XMCD reversal magnetization curve corresponding to the high-fie ld  

FORC spot of the annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet.  The black dots  and 

gray denote  the reversal  and demagnetizat ion curves by VSM. (b)-(g)  

XMCD images taken with the  fie ld varying from −1.6 to 1.8 T, 

corresponding to the encircled data points in  (a).  The grains r immed by 

black and white l ines in  (b)~(g) are the inter -grain and intra -grain fractured 

grains,  respect ively .  

 

Figure 6  Upper images are the color  maps of the SD reversed, MD reversed, and 

unreversed  grains of  each 0H r .  The grains r immed by black and white  lines  

are the inter-grain and intra-grain fractured grains ,  respect ively .  Lower 

graph shows the  histogram of these SD reversed, SD reversed,  and 

unreversed grain  numbers as a function of  0H r .   

 

Figure 7  (a) Ini t ia l and remanent ini tial magnetization curves of the annealed Ga -

doped Nd-Fe-B magnet measured at RT. Inset shows the relationship 
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between the data  points on the two magnetization curves.  (b) Saturation 

fie ld  0H s
i  and 0H s

r  of the init ia l and remanent  ini tial  magnetization 

curves of the as-s intered and annealed Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet  as a 

function of temperature  T .  0H c  is  a lso plot ted for comparison.  

 

Figure 8  (a)  and (b)  are the reversal  curves and the FORC diagram of  the as -s intered 

Ga-doped Nd-Fe-B magnet,  respect ively,  measured at RT as graphical  

examples  of peak top posi tions and FWHM of the low -field and high-fie ld  

FORC spots.  (c) and (d) are the peak f ie lds along the H r-and H-axes  

0Hp , r
L ( H )  and 0Hp

L ( H ) ,  respectively ,  as  a function of temperature  T .  (e)  

and (f) are the FWHM along the H r-  and H-axes 0H r
L ( H )  and  0HL ( H ) ,  

respect ively ,  as a function of temperature T .  Superscripts of L and H denote  

those for low-field and high-f ield  FORC spots .  
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Table I  

 

Sample  As-sintered  Annealed  

Temperature  RT RT 200 C 

0H s
i  (T)  0.37 0.28 0.19 

0H s
c o l  (T)  0.53 0.41 0.27 
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Fig.2  
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Fig.3  
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Fig.4  
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Fig.5  
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Fig.6  
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Fig.7  
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Fig.8  
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